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SHEAR WAVE DISPERSION MEASURES LIVER STEATOSIS
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Abstract—Crawling waves, which are interfering shear wave patterns, can be generated in liver tissue over a range
of frequencies. Some important biomechanical properties of the liver can be determined by imaging the crawling
waves using Doppler techniques and analyzing the patterns. We report that the dispersion of shear wave velocity
and attenuation, that is, the frequency dependence of these parameters, are strongly correlated with the degree of
steatosis in a mouse liver model, ex vivo. The results demonstrate the possibility of assessing liver steatosis using
noninvasive imaging methods that are compatible with color Doppler scanners and, furthermore, suggest that liver
steatosis can be separated from fibrosis by assessing the dispersion or frequency dependence of shear wave propagations. (E-mail: kevin.parker@rochester.edu) Ó 2012 World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine &
Biology.
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and easy-to-use instrument that could be widely available
for researchers to assess the degree of steatosis in the liver
repeatedly, painlessly and noninvasively.
The gold standard for assessing the degree of hepatic
steatosis is biopsy (Strassburg and Manns 2006).
Although the risk of postprocedure bleeding is low and
the risk of mortality is estimated to be between 0.01%
and 0.1%, biopsy is not always logistically possible
(especially in an organ donation setting) and the small
amount of tissue procured during biopsy may not reflect
the global degree of fatty infiltration. Furthermore, liver
biopsies are disliked by patients and are sometimes misinterpreted due to processing artifacts or pathologist
error. Therefore, a reliable noninvasive means of fat
determination would be quite beneficial.
Ultrasound B-scan imaging is an inexpensive and
readily available screening tool for steatosis (as determined by increased diffuse echogenicity due to parenchymal fat inclusions) but the sensitivity ranges from
60%–94% and specificity of 66%–95% in determining
hepatic steatosis (Foster et al. 1980; Debongnie et al.
1981). Transient elastography, a technique that
measures the velocity of propagation of shear waves
through tissue to determine stiffness, has been shown to
correlate with histologic stages of liver fibrosis between
3 and 5 (Castera et al. 2008; Palmeri et al. 2008).

INTRODUCTION
There is growing concern about nonalcoholic fatty liver
disease (NAFLD), a major cause of chronic liver disease.
The most serious manifestation, nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), is an increasingly common cause of end
stage liver disease (Wanless and Lentz 1990; Angulo
2002; Schreuder et al. 2008; Dowman et al. 2010).
Although NASH is known to be associated with the
metabolic syndrome (obesity, insulin resistance and
hypertriglyceridemia [Wanless and Lentz 1990;
Marchesini et al. 1999; Charlton 2004; Vuppalanchi and
Chalasani 2009]), the natural history of NAFLD
progressing to NASH is incompletely understood.
Because of the increasing incidence of fatty liver
disease and also the important role fat (or ‘‘steatosis’’)
plays in the evaluation of liver donors for
transplantation (Selzner and Clavien 2001; Minervini
et al. 2009), it is critically important to improve our
ability to diagnose the entire spectrum of NAFLD and
to understand its pathophysiology. One essential and
needed advance is the development of an inexpensive
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Fig. 1. A two parameter assessment of liver viscoelastic
properties and their dependence on steatosis and fibrosis: (a)
shear velocity (vertical axis) is measured over an accessible
bandwidth and plotted as a function of frequency (horizontal
axis). Regardless of the precise viscoelastic model, the first
order fit yields the slope and reference intercept of the
dispersion; (b) the results can be placed in a two parameter
plot of dispersion slope (vertical axis) and shear velocity at
a reference frequency (horizontal axis). Our hypothesis is that
increasing fat content in liver will increase the slope of the
dispersion measurement.

Transient elastography can be generated by a handheld
mechanical vibration source placed over the liver
(Sandrin et al. 2003) or by radiation force excitation of
shear waves (Sarvazyan et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2009).
The shear wave speed is directly proportional to the
elastic modulus, which increases with advanced liver
fibrosis (Carstensen et al. 2008). However, these methods
cannot measure steatosis when the output is a single
‘‘stiffness’’ estimate. In fact, steatosis confounds shear
wave measurements of fibrosis by adding a second variable (Yoneda et al. 2010) and this issue is clinically
significant given that NASH patients have varying
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degrees of these two variables. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) techniques show promise for assessment
of steatosis (Bydder et al. 2008; Ehman 2009; Salameh
et al. 2009) but are in the research stage and would
likely be more expensive and time-consuming than ultrasound techniques.
Although other methods exist to estimate steatosis
such as proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(1H MRS)(Longo et al. 1995) and bioimpedence
(Hessheimer et al. 2009), the former is logistically
cumbersome in a clinical setting and the latter requires
probes to be placed into the liver, thereby severely
limiting its clinical utility because of safety issues.
More recently, Sandrin and collaborators (Sasso et al.
2010) have added a proprietary ultrasonic attenuation
measurement at 3.5 Mhz to assess liver steatosis and to
separate the effects of fat from fibrosis with two measurements (ultrasonic attenuation plus elastography). We
agree that two measurements are required to estimate
two independent variables, fat and fibrosis. However,
we propose to evaluate the dispersion of shear wave
properties to achieve this goal.
Dispersion refers to the frequency dependence of the
speed of shear waves and attenuation of shear waves in
a lossy medium. Generally, the speed of shear waves
and the attenuation of shear waves (and other types of
acoustic waves) will increase with frequency and can be
modeled by a complex wave number (Oestreicher 1951;
Blackstock 2000; Carstensen et al. 2008). Whatever the
precise mechanisms of loss are in a given medium, the
dispersion of attenuation and speed are linked by
Kramers-Kronig relations that are based on causality
constraints (O’Donnell et al. 1981; Szabo and Wu
2000). With the development of elastographic imaging
approaches over the past two decades (Parker et al.
2011), some techniques have been extended to examine
dispersion in tissues and pathologies including breast
cancer (Tanter et al. 2008), liver fibrosis (Muller et al.
2009), muscle (Hoyt et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2009),
normal mammalian livers (Chen et al. 2009) and gelatins
(Orescanin and Insana 2010). We believe ours is the first
effort to utilize the dispersion properties of elastography
to measure steatosis as distinct from fibrosis.
We hypothesize that increasing amounts of fat in the
normal liver will increase the dispersion (that is, the
frequency dependence or slope) of the speed and attenuation of shear waves, while slightly reducing the speed of
sound. Figure 1 illustrates our hypothesis. This is simply
the consequence of adding a viscous (and highly lossy)
component to the liver, which otherwise would exhibit
a strong elastic component with lower dispersion
(Carstensen et al. 2008). Furthermore, as dispersion
increases, so will shear wave attenuation. In this study,
we employ crawling waves (CrWs), which are an
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interference pattern of shear waves, in the liver. The
CrWs can be imaged by a Doppler ultrasound scanner,
with high signal-to-noise over a large region-of-interest
(ROI) (Wu et al. 2006; Hoyt et al. 2008). The analysis
of the crawling wave pattern results in an estimate of
the shear wave velocity. When repeated over multiple
frequencies from 80 to 300 Hz (or higher in smaller
animal livers), the resulting data provide the dispersion
estimates that are correlated to steatosis.
THEORY
Wu et al. introduced the concept of crawling waves
into the elastography field in 2004 (Wu et al. 2006). Two
shear wave sources are placed on the two opposite sides
of a sample, driven by sinusoidal signals with slightly
offset frequencies. The shear waves from the two sources
interact to create interference patterns, which are visualized by the vibration sonoelastography technique. Estimations of local shear velocity can be made from the
shear wave propagation pattern and, thus, the shear
modulus.
Several approaches have been proposed to estimate
local shear velocity from the crawling wave patterns,
including a method based on a local spatial frequency
estimator (LFE) (Wu et al. 2006), estimation by moving
interference pattern arrival times (McLaughlin et al.
2007; Lin et al. 2010) and the local autocorrelation
method for both one-dimensional (1-D) (Hoyt et al.
2006) and two-dimensional (2-D) shear velocity recoveries (Hoyt et al. 2008). A study of the concurrence
between the last technique and mechanical measurement
validated the imaging modality for quantification of soft
tissue properties (Zhang et al. 2007).
The CrW technique has been used to depict the
elastic properties of biologic tissues including radiofrequency ablated hepatic lesions in vitro (Hoyt et al.
2006), human skeletal muscle in vitro (Hoyt et al. 2007)
and excised human prostate (Castaneda et al. 2009). In
this study, we focus on crawling waves in the liver.
The discrete version of the detected vibration amplitude square juj2 of the interference of plane shear waves
in a homogeneous medium is (Wu et al. 2006; Zhang
et al. 2007):

juðm; n; rÞj 5 2e
2

2aD

 u, the angular frequency measured in radians per
second, is 2p times the frequency (in Hz),
 k, the wave number and measured in radians per meter,
is 2p divided by the wavelength l (in meters),
 Δu is the frequency difference, Δk is wave number
difference between the two waves,
 m, n and r are the spatial vertical index, the spatial
lateral (shear wave propagation direction) index and
the time index, respectively, and
 Tn and Tr are the spatial sampling interval along the
lateral direction and the temporal sampling interval,
respectively.
The analysis can also be extended for unequal
strengths of the two opposing shear waves. Using MATLAB computational software (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) the data are fit to determine the unknown
k and a. Thus, the shear velocity vshear is calculated based
on the relationship:
u
vshear 5 ;
k

 a is the attenuation coefficient of the shear waves in the
medium,
 D is the separation of the two sources,

(2)

where k is the wave number with the unit of m21. In
nearly incompressible soft tissues the relationship
between shear wave velocity and elastic moduli is
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E
vshear 5
;
(3)
3r
where E is Young’s modulus, a measure of the stiffness of
an isotropic elastic material; and r is the density of the
medium.
METHODS
Fatty phantom preparation began with the creation
of a 10% porcine gelatin mixture (300 Bloom Pork
Gelatin; Gelatin Innovations Inc., Schiller Park, IL,
USA) heated to 55 C in a water bath. The desired
percentage of refined castor oil was then added to the
gelatin mixture with 0.33 cc/L of surfactant (liquid Ultra
IvoryÒ, Procter and Gamble Co., Cincinnati, OH,
USA). The mixture was then stirred following the
specifications of Madsen. et al (2006). The emulsifica-



D
coshð2anTn Þ1cosð2knTn 1DknTn 2Dk 1DurTr Þ ;
2

where

177

(1)

tion was cooled in an ice water bath to roughly 30 C,
poured into a cube-shaped mold and refrigerated at
4 C overnight. Prior to scanning, the phantom was
removed from its mold and allowed to sit at room
temperature for 3 h.
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the experiment set-up. (a) lineshaped contacts; (b) piston vibration exciters; (c) the imaged
cross-section of the phantom; (d) ultrasound transducer; (e)
amplifier; (f) function generator.

Liver specimens were suspended in cube-shaped
molds after a hepatectomy. A porcine gelatin mixture
heated to 45 C and subsequently cooled to 30 C was
poured into the mold and placed in an ice water bath for
approximately 90 min, cooling to a temperature of roughly
15 C. When suspending mouse liver specimens an 8%
gelatin mixture was used while a 10% gelatin was used
with human liver samples. The solid gelatin phantoms
were removed from their respective molds and allowed
to rest at room temperature for 10 min prior to scanning.
A GE Logic 9 ultrasound machine (GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI, USA) was modified to show vibrational
sonoelastographic images in the color-flow mode. An
ultrasound transducer (M12L; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was connected to the ultrasound machine
and was placed on top of the phantom. It is a linear array
probe with band width of 5–13 MHz.
Two piston vibration exciters (Model 2706; Br€uel &
Kjaer, Naerum, Denmark) were placed on each side of the
phantom. Two line shaped extensions were mounted on
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the pistons and their abraded surfaces were pressed on
the phantoms with contact regions of 831 cm. The shear
wave signals were generated by a two-channel signal
generator (Model AFG320; Tektronix, Beaverton, OR,
USA) and were amplified equally by a power amplifier
(Model 5530; AE Techron, Elkhart, IN, USA), which
was connected to the pistons.
See Figure 2 for a depiction of the experimental
configuration. The imaged cross-section is parallel to
the x-y plane. The transducer and the vibration line sources are in the same plane. The x direction corresponds to
the width of the phantom and the y direction corresponds
to the depth of the phantom. The shear vibration is along
the y axis and the shear wave propagates along the x axis.
The vibrational sources were driven at frequencies
offset by 0.35 Hz, creating a CrW. A ROI was selected
from each of the sonoelastographic images of CrW propagation through the embedded liver specimens and
a projection of the wave image over the axis perpendicular to the stripes was fit to a cosine model based on
eqn (1). From the model parameters, a wavelength value
and attenuation was derived. Sonoelastographic images
gathered from frequencies generated between 100–400
Hz (depending on the size, stiffness and attenuation of
the sample) provide the basis for assessing the dispersion
of shear velocity estimates. The useful bandwidth and the
reference shear wave frequency within the band, depends
on the size of and loss in the specimens. Therefore, the
reference frequency for shear velocity has value only
for comparisons within a similar band of measurements.
RESULTS
In vitro oil/gelatin slurries
To support our basic hypothesis, we found that in
comparing fatty castor oil phantoms with pure gelatin
slurries, dispersion is higher (0.1 m/s per 100 Hz) and
shear velocity is lower (3 m/s) in the fatty phantom relative to the pure gelatin phantom (0 m/s per 100 Hz and 3.5
m/s, respectively), as shown in Figure 3. Error bars give
the 95% confidence intervals for the linear fit to slope
and reference intercept of the crawling wave data at
5–7 discrete shear wave frequencies between 150 and
350 Hz. Attenuation of shear waves increased from low
levels in pure gelatin to nearly 0.9 Np/cm at 40% oil
with high dispersion, as shown in Figure 4.
Steatotic vs. lean mouse liver measurements
To further test our hypothesis, fourteen mouse liver
specimens (seven lean ob/1 fed a regular diet and seven
steatotic ob/ob fed a high fat diet) were scanned ex vivo.
All animal experiments were performed in accordance
with a protocol approved by the University of Rochester
Committee on Animal Resources (an IACUC). In ob/ob
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Fig. 3. Two parameter (shear wave speed and its dispersion
slope) plot for phantoms containing a fine suspension of triglycerides (fat) from 0% to 40%. Dispersion tends to increase with
fat concentration.

mice, the mean dispersion slope weighted by the inverse
of variance of each sample was 0.23 6 0.04 m/s per 100
Hz, compared with lean mice at 0.16 6 0.03 m/s per 100
Hz. The average shear velocity was 1.61 6 0.12 m/s at
260 Hz in ob/ob mice and 1.69 6 0.17 m/s at 260 Hz in
lean mice (Fig. 5a). A paired t-test showed the dispersion
slope was significantly different (p , 0.003) between lean
and ob/ob steatotic livers (Fig. 5b). Shear velocity differences were not statistically significant. Histologic analysis of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained sections
and Oil Red O staining confirms the absence of steatosis
in the lean mice and approximately 65% steatosis in the
ob/ob mice (Fig. 6 shows representative samples).
Measurements of human liver explants
Human liver explants were sampled for measurements under a University of Rochester IRB approved

Fig. 4. Two parameter plot for shear wave attenuation in fatty
phantoms. Increasing slope and reference values (at 300 Hz)
are found with increasing fat concentration.

Fig. 5. (a) Dispersion in mouse livers, lean and steatotic.
Vertical axis: dispersion slope; horizontal axis: shear velocity
at a reference frequency of 260 Hz. The median standard deviation of the samples in the horizontal and vertical direction is
0.049 for dispersion; 0.127 for velocity. (b) Comparison of
lean and obese mouse liver dispersion showing the mean (solid
line), standard deviation and range for each group. The difference is significant (p , 0.003).

protocol with informed consent. Figure 7 depicts the
results from four specimens in the 2-D plot of dispersion
slope vs. shear speed at a reference frequency. The reference frequency in these cases is 120 Hz, lower than our
reference for mouse livers since the human specimens
are larger and are covered by lower crawling wave
frequencies. The four samples have respective grades
of: normal; steatotic with approximately 10% fat but no
fibrosis; steatotic with 10% fat and low grade fibrosis;
and finally, 35% fat and cirrhosis. These preliminary
data confirm our general hypothesis that steatosis will
increase dispersion, from the lowest value of 0.2 m/s
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Fig. 6. H & E and oil red O staining of obese and lean mouse livers.

per 100 Hz in a normal liver, to 0.55 m/s per 100 Hz in the
case with 30%–40% steatosis, plus cirrhosis. Also, the
shear velocity is greatest in the sample with cirrhosis,

as expected from the results of numerous clinical
studies (Sandrin et al. 2003; Castera et al. 2008;
Palmeri et al. 2008).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Fig. 7. Two parameter assessment of dispersion in four human
liver specimens, ex vivo. The median standard deviation of the
samples in the vertical and horizontal direction is 0.23 for
dispersion; 0.37 for velocity. The size of the circles indicates
fat content. The size of the X indicates fibrosis/cirrhosis staging.

Crawling waves can be generated by a pair of sources that create an interference pattern of shear waves.
These crawling wave patterns in liver, measured over
a band of shear wave frequencies, enables the assessment
of the dispersion, or frequency dependence, of shear wave
speed and attenuation in the liver. Increasing amounts of
fat in the form of steatosis evidently increases the
viscosity, or loss term, and this results in increased dispersion of shear wave speed and attenuation.
The successful development of a noninvasive
method to measure hepatic steatosis will have widespread
clinical applications. Given the morbid obesity epidemic
and the associated high incidence of fatty liver disease in
the population, an inexpensive and logistically facile
ultrasound scan could be employed to serially track
disease progression, evaluate the efficacy of lifestyle
changes and emerging pharmacologic interventions and
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guide the rational use of liver biopsies. Other specific
patient populations that could benefit from this technology include those with diabetes mellitus type II
(70% of whom are estimated to have fatty livers) and
potential organ donors for liver transplantation (both
living and deceased). Although MRI has been shown
to reliably estimate hepatic steatosis (Bydder et al.
2008; Ehman 2009; Salameh et al. 2009), the cost
effectiveness and portability of ultrasound are more
attractive for widespread clinical applications.
Although not rigorously assessed in our current
study, the ability of a single device to simultaneously
measure hepatic steatosis and fibrosis is quite attractive.
The progression from simple steatosis to NASH is estimated to occur in only 1%–5% of patients (Adams
et al. 2005; Liou and Kowdley 2006) but those
progressing to NASH are at a significantly higher risk
for developing hepatocellular carcinoma (Mori et al.
2004; Bugianesi 2007) and are also more likely to
require liver transplantation (Schreuder et al. 2008).
Serial imaging of both steatosis and fibrosis would
provide valuable clinical information to direct emerging
therapeutic interventions designed to slow or halt the
progression to end stage liver disease.
Further research is required to determine a number
of experimental factors. One question is the minimum
percent change in steatosis that can be detected with
our crawling wave technique. Another is the ability to
maintain accuracy in vivo, where the effects of overlying
abdominal layers and breathing motion will degrade the
estimate of the crawling waves from the Doppler images.
Additional experiments are planned to explore these
issues.
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